
 
 

February 25, 2023, New York City 
 

Dear Rob and the creative collective known as the Council on the Internet of Things 
 
Instead of writing an article or essay for a journal, blog, or book, I turn to the concept of writing a letter, which is part 
information, and part sharing our human journeys as we spin around the sun, creating a better place than that which we 
inherited, as the last line of Athenian Oath of Citizenship states.  
 
My journey with the Council on the Internet of Things, began when I meet Rob Van Kranenberg, in 2010.  We were 
participating a week-long retreat digging through mountain resort and urban waste piles in and around the City of Banff, 
British Columbia with large group of artists, hackers, urban designers, and philosophers reflected on starting at both 
ends of the emerging digital 1G yet to named, SMART City and Big Data, urban future.  The art works assembled from 
the waste commenting on the emerging global logistics viral explosion opened the door to more unsettling questions 
about what the new idea internet of things would generate as a lived future.   
 
More importantly, I saw for the first that there was an option to “CISCO’s” internet net of data and sensors.  It was the 
Council on the Internet of Things/People, which is centered on “humanity and human agency”—the co-production and 
co-reproduction of knowledge (lived and grounded data) –by collecting stories and poetry about societies of people and 
natures interacting in the process of inhabiting the earth’s thin atmosphere of life.  For someone like me who has spent a 
life-time working on “urban infrastructure”, struggling on the ground with communities, public officials and working 
with graduate students at a time with the cumulative impact of outdated infrastructures policy, development and design 
models are collapsing, and the SMART CITY socio-technical efficiency corporations seek total control of public 
infrastructures.   
 
Soon after our first meeting. Rob and I began a series of “IoT-Salons” visiting each other in our homes, sharing classes, 
work, and late night online zoom “critical praxis” trouble-shooting the front-line challenges of humanizing the 
data/sensor miasma of the Big Data IoT.  One the first letter’s that Rob wrote after a set of salons was entitled: What 
are we to do in a talkative planet?  In one page he summarized the power dynamics that are emerging behind our phone 
screens, and the harvesting of date operating the ubiquitous ether encasing our everyday life.  Offer, he does he usually 
critical stance, of rejection of the whole idea.  Rather a more proactive call to action by the people holding phones and 
face timing, to become be the internet itself, its hubs, its analytics’, and its value as many other people and places outside 
the CISCO atmosphere.   
 
In response to Rob’s proactive question, and based on my experience in urban design, infrastructure policy, 
development, design, and education, I have been involved in reflective “critical praxis” process that has involved, field 
research, graduate seminar, a lot reading and listening to “other people’s” struggling under the debris of outdated 
infrastructure thinking, making, and doing and the debt burden of existing infrastructure funding models.   
 
Below is the result of this evolving work.  
 
Invested Public Network aligns with People Co-Adapting their Local Place’s Future 
 
Imagine in the next 5-7 years, that thousands of existing small and medium towns and communities, across the country 
adapted their existing approached to meeting future aspiration. What if?  Facing, a long list of deferred systems 



maintenance, a short fall in traditional public project funding resources and new realities of new climate measurements 
by adapting their existing socio/technical infrastructures, into grounded interactive reliance systems (Scfaran, Smith, 
Hall, 2020).  Where any one in community can be “vested-in” the local return from their systems, whether they have 
$500 or $500,000. 
 
They provision (2) everyday access and delivery of water, power generation, food, communication, healthy and social day 
care funded through the empowerment of local crowds of people who join in a hands-on co-producing and reproducing 
public project initiatives for radical adaption to fit local situations by learning how to become an “invested public 
network”.   
 
For the last six years the founding member of the Invested Public Network and its affiliated network through extensive 
field work, scholarship research, work sessions with people, and hours of prototyping third option project funding 
initiative and offering scenarios, we have learned that many communities’ are seeking to the shift their traditional public 
project processes toward infrastructures adaption strategies to utilize what they have into systems that can meet the 
demands of changing ecological, social, governance and physical situations.  However, demonstration projects quickly 
run into the hidden limits of relying upon existing public participation processes, finance packaging criteria, and support 
for long term governance and operation, to make real turns towards a needed future adapting the local wealth of the 
people and place that can be invested incrementally over time in successive additions support future livelihoods and 
habits. 
 
Drawing from an extensive literature search, scholarship, and education around tables as well as our firm’s leadership 
collective network professional experiences in public project delivery, community based/digital tool knowledge 
production, ecological and systems thinking and making, we have learned from this work, the propose the following 
adaption to the existing public project infrastructure so that we can achieve the proposed future.  
 

• Third Option Capital, public project funding, based on circulating local capital (other names)  
 

• Reliance System, Multi-functional public projects that generates robust spillovers that connect to other systems 
and increases its reach 

 
• Invested Public Delivery, transforming public participation into an ongoing governance, manage and 

maintenance process of creative adaption ‘’public realm activity vesting new people” into the local invested 
public life of the local place. 

 
How we do this and more can be discovered on our website: www.investedpublicnetwork.com 
 
Rob, I will end this letter now with these thoughts.  
I wanted to tie together some ideas that we have been talking about and as informed the new website for 
InvestedPublicNetwork.com that I see aligning with the core values of the Council IoT, and more recently your work on 
cold spots and human center-city that others have posted online.   
 
The other thread (Terraing 2 Stay) is the deep work on where are going engage in the next generation of infrastructure 
that needs to emerge from the cascading collapse of the Neo-liberal Ideal SMART City Project…falling on the people of 
Aleppo, Kyiv, Jackson Miss, and the many communities struggling for heat and food in cities across EU, etc…  
 
Bill 
 
P.S. Below are two sources among others that I have discovered recently that can helps unflatten the hot spots and 
generating a meshwork of beautiful cold spots, fueled by a Internet of Invested Publics, IoIvP… the real 5G    
 
Schafran, Alex, Smith, Matthew Noah, and Hall, Stephen, The Spatial Contract, “A New Politics of Provision for an 
Urbanized Planet, 2020 University of Manchester Press, 
Spatial Contract 
Reliance, provisioning, human agency, capabilities seeing like system and seeing like a settlement 

 
First argument of this book is that our agency is realized in the systems that we produce and reproduce.  



The capacity to walk down the road does not just reside in our bodies. It is realized also the road we use when we down the 
road. These very roads require further systems that produce and maintain them. The reliance on systems applies to most of 
the actions we take on a daily basis. 
We call all the systems in which human agency is realized — from body to electrical grid — reliance systems.  
People do not self-provision the reliance systems that give us our capacities.  

 
We use the term ‘reliance systems’ instead of infrastructure because it makes a more explicit connection between material 
systems and human agency.  

 
Jasanoff, S. (2004). “Ordering Knowledge, Ordering Society”, in Miller, C. A., & Jasanoff, S.  ed, States of knowledge: the co-
production of science and social order. Routledge. Pp.13-45. 
 
Knowledge co-production and co-reproduction; interactional and constitutive 
 

We discuss the relationships between the ordering of nature through knowledge and technology and the ordering 
of society through power and culture?  
How should we characterize the connections between the human capacity to produce facts and artifacts that 
reconfigure nature, and the equally human ability to produce devices that order or reorder society, such as laws, 
regulations, experts, bureaucracies, financial instruments, interest groups, political campaigns, media 
representations or professional ethics?  
 

 


